
Corrective action plans:  
How cutting-edge technology treats groundwater

How the specialized  
technology works

Duke Energy will deploy proven technologies to 
improve groundwater conditions. For example, 
extracting impacted groundwater has been  
used for decades; complementing extraction 
with clean water infiltration is newer. This 
cutting-edge combination approach was vetted 
with a national environmental consulting firm 
with multiple projects and validated results.

•  Strategically placed extraction wells pull 
impacted water out of the ground, sending it 
to an on-site treatment facility.

•  Nearby infiltration wells insert clean water 
into the ground creating a flushing action 
that moves the affected water toward the 
extraction wells to accelerate the process.

•  These systems are also strategically placed to 
protect surface water by extracting affected 
water before it moves to surface water.

When they were built decades ago, ash basins were the preferred technology for storing coal ash, a byproduct 
of power generation. At its six operating coal plants in North Carolina, Duke Energy has since upgraded to new 
technologies and is now closing the basins.

Duke Energy and outside experts, with strong oversight from regulators, have conducted extensive studies that 
confirm the public and environment continue to remain safe from coal ash. This includes tests of adjoining lakes and 
rivers, plus independent state and university tests of drinking wells.

However, since the basins were unlined, coal ash constituents have reached the groundwater immediately under 
and beside these facilities. The company’s basins are encircled by hundreds of monitoring wells – more than 1,200 
in North Carolina alone – to ensure these conditions are well-understood.

In the Piedmont region, groundwater moves only a few feet per year. Critically, the wells demonstrate groundwater 
impacts are largely contained on plant property and moving away from neighbors. Now Duke Energy has used this 
robust body of data to create corrective action plans (CAPs) to resolve these highly localized effects.
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For more information, please visit duke-energy.com/SafeBasinClosure.

How the CAPs complement basin closure

Safe basin closure and corrective action work hand in hand: closure eliminates the source of groundwater issues;  
corrective action restores the groundwater to state standards or to naturally occurring levels. When Duke Energy 
submitted basin closure plans to regulators for its six operating coal plants in North Carolina, it simultaneously 
submitted CAPs for those sites.

Each CAP contains over 2,500 pages of technical information supporting a robust groundwater remediation approach. 
Thousands of work hours by scientists, engineers and geologists enabled a comprehensive understanding of site 
conditions and a customized corrective action strategy for each site.

This extensive data confirms Duke Energy’s Mayo facility is already in compliance with state standards. At Allen, Belews 
Creek, Cliffside, Marshall and Roxboro, the company has recommended advanced engineering technologies such as 
extraction and infiltration wells to ensure environmental conditions continue to improve.

Once approved by the state, the CAPs will bring groundwater to state standards on an aggressive schedule, all while the 
public and environment remain protected.

To view closure and corrective action plans, visit deq.nc.gov/news/key-issues/coal-ash-excavation.

https://deq.nc.gov/news/key-issues/coal-ash-excavation
https://www.duke-energy.com/our-company/about-us/power-plants/ash-management/safe-basin-closure

